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Amid minor confusion, Winona
State begins full switch to StarID
O

ver its winter break, Winona State
University made the transition to StarlD
for Desire to Learn (D2L) services. Students all
over campus are asking: Why is it being changed?
What is StarlD? What does the change mean?
Kenneth Janz, associate vice president for
Academic Affairs and chief information officer at
Winona State, is in charge of the tech department
at the university. As for what StarlD is, Janz said
it is something quite simple.
Minnesota State College and University systems
(MnSCU) website said StarlD was a creation
of the Identity and Access Management (IAM)
program to create a single unique username and
password combination for a student and for that
single identifier to work at any of the MnSCU
institutions.
"It was really created because, up in the
metro area, students might take a class from
Normandale Community College, and they
might take a class from Century College. And
then they might go to Metro State University,"
Janz said. "Students would then have to know
three usernames and passwords for each one of
those institutions."
Winona State, along with Bemidji State
University, was one of the last schools to adopt
the format after a few years of its existence.
"We're not in the metro area, so we don't
have the same issues that happen in the cities,
essentially," Janz said. "We haven't had a need."
BY TAYLOR NYMAN
Junior Maddison Dodd (right) explains her computer malfunction to
In December, MnSCU forced Winona State to
photo editor
sophomore tech support employee Kelly Brennan (left) in Tech Support in
finally begin its transition.
Somsen Hall.
tnymanl 2@winona.edu
"JuLt recently, they turned off local
StarlD now. That's the first place people saw it,
identification for D2L," Janz said. "For those
people who don't know, D2L is actually hosted
over winter break when we flipped the switch."
StarlD website, by creating identifiers in this
up at system office, and they were authenticating
The format consists of a randomly generated
way, StarlD can aoid the short comings of other
back to our local services. Well, they turned it
combination of two letters, four numbers, and
identification methods.
back, and they're only authenticating out to
then two more letters at the end. According to the
Continued on page 5, see StarlD
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Winona State More students feel comfortable to
mourns loss of report sexual assault, survey finds
student veteran W
inona State University is where students
should feel safe, yet reports of sexual
assault and violence are still possible to occur.
A Campus Climate survey performed last
erek Bute, veteran and exercise science student January showed Winona State at a national
at Winona State Unviersity, died after he was
average level for sexual violence, according to
struck by a Canadian Pacific train around 1:24 a.m.
Tamara Berg, director of women's, gender and
Sunday. Reports and local news media indicate he fell sexuality studies department at Winona State.
on the tracks, but the investigation into the incident
"If you look at the annual security report it
is still ongoing by the Winona Police Department,
shows one reported assault in the last three
with cooperation from Canadian Pacific.
years," Berg said.
Bute has been remembered on social media and
A majority of sexual assault instances go
through local outlets by colleagues and friends for his without ever being reported by the victim at
energetic, charismatic spirit.
all, Berg said, and the only way Winona State
Winona State reminded students on Sunday that
gathered accurate data about sexual assault
counseling and support services are available to all
victims was shown in the climate report.
students and community members affected by the
"We had about one in five people report that
loss. Walk-in and call ahead appoints are available
they had unwanted sexual contact since the
during their normal 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. hours in
start of the last academic school year," Berg
room 222 of the Integrated Wellness Complex. Ap
said. "I think that surprised a lot of people."
pointments can be made by calling 507-457-5330.
Berg expressed that the number of sexual
The Winonan is continuing to cover this grave loss assaults reported in the last year has gone up,
of a fellow Warrior by profiling Bute for our next
meaning more victims are gaining the courage
issue and investigating how to prevent terrible situa to speak up.
tions like Sunday's from happening again.
"That shows that the university is doing a
If any of Bute's friends, family, co-workers or peers good job of letting students knowing that we
wish to help the Winonan tell Bute's story, please
will take sexual assault and dating violence
contact Allison Mueller via email at AMuellerl2@
seriously and support students if they come
winona.edu.
forward," Berg said.
Winona State has an ongoing support group
-The Winonan Staff
made up of a trained counselor as well as a
Gender-Based Violence helpline available 24/7,
where students are able to talk confidentially to
an advocate.
"My big advice to students is, if you see
something that doesn't seem right, say some
thing or if someone tells you something,
believe them and encourage them to access
support," Berg said. "The helpline is really great
for support."
Berg encourages students to use these re
sources if victims need support or further
information on reporting assault.
Lori Mikl, director of affirmative action/equi
ty and legal affairs takes care of the legal inves

D

tigation aspect of reporting sexual assaults and
also offers support for victims.
"My job for the campus as far as sexual
violence is to investigate the complaints," Mikl
said. "I am notified of reports, and then I reach
out to the victim."
An important part of Mikl's job is assuring
students are aware of their rights and taking
care of any accommodations victims may need.
"Sexual assault is an issue that has always
been there, but I think it has come to the fore
front of the nations attention." Mikl said.
She also believes sexual assault has always
been under reported and remains under re
ported.
"There is difficulty coming forward and actu
ally making that report." Mikl said.
Mikl believes the number of sexual assaults
reported this past academic school year has
increased due to students feeling more com
fortable reporting.
"Students have better awareness of what sex
ual violence is and their reporting rights," she
said. "I do everything I can to investigate and
resolve complaints."
There are multiple resources to seek on cam
pus for sexual assault or violence at Winona
State University.
If support or help is needed call the 24/7
GBV helpline at 507-457-5610, Legal affairs
office at 507-457-5008 as well as Counseling
and Wellness service at 507-457-5330 where
calls are confidential and answered by trained
professionals and advocates.

BY CHENEY MASON
news reporter
cmasonl 4@winona.edu
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Professors, students find motivation
as enrollment, retainment decreases
W

ith the start of spring semester, students
and professors are once again emerge on
the Winona State University campus to tackle
new courses.
For some students, motivation after a break
comes from their own sense of mentality.
"I just keep focusing on my grade, the 'light at
the end of the tunnel' and how proud my family
will be when I tell them how good my grades
are." Kristen Fiske, a student at Winona State,
said.
But for others, it is not that easy.
Sorin Schade dropped out of Winona State his
first semester and said college is not for everyone.
"Not everyone can succeed in college even with
hard work. Some people just don't have the men
tal fortitude to withstand the pressure," Schade
said.
There are numerous reasons for students to
not continue education at Winona State includ
ing dropping out, transferring, taking a year off,
graduating early and many other causes.
Looking back at the statistics of retention, Win
ona State's enrollment, according to Institutional
Planning, Assessment & Research, the number of
incoming first-year students in fall semester 2011
was 1,873 students. However, the enrollment rate
has slowly been decreasing the past couple of
years. In fall 2012 there were 1,787 students, fall
2013 there were 1,650 students, fall 2014 there
were 1,648 students and this year in fall 2015
there were 1,642 students.
Fall semester 2013 there were 1,650 "new en
tering freshmen," but only 1,254 of those students
returned for their sophomore year. This means
only 76 percent of students chose to continue
into their next year at Winona State.
"I think students end up leaving after their first
semester because they might have had a horrible
experience with their roommate(s) or college is
just not what they expected," Fiske said. "They
might have failed a few classes and thought
they
°
'
weren't cut out for college.'

Continued on page 6, see Motivation.
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BY SUSAN TORKELSON

photographer
storkelsonl 3@winona.edu

StarlD, continued from page 2.
For example, randomly generated IDs avoid any
name-based problems like common combinations of
first name and last name.
Does that mean that the old username and password
combination had security issues?
"Absolutely not," Janz said. "It's just a local identifier."
According to Janz, the switch to StarlD is not over
quite yet. With new laptop distributions coming up,
new students and the students rotating their laptops
out will both be bound to StarlD, Janz said. For the
rest of the students, the big change is coming in just a
few months.
"We haven't picked an exact date but sometime over
summer we're going to be switching," Janz said. "So
everything will have one username and password, and
it will be StarlD. By the fall, you will use StarlD to log
into everything."
Luke Barlow, a Winona State tech support employee,
works with students to fix both software and hardware
issues. With the rollout of StarlD, Barlow said students
are confused but taking to the format quickly.
Even with any problem that it brings, Barlow said
the shift to StarlD will be a positive change for Wino
na State. With every service attached to the same username and password, there will no longer be a need for
things like Warrior IDs or local usernames. Everything
will be simplified and unified.
"From a student's perspective, they mostly don't
understand," Barlow said. "But slowly, freshmen are
starting to get a hang of it from kids coming into walkin support."
While the change may seem like a simple switch for
students, the transition for tech support employees is a
bit more complex. According to Barlow, old processes
they took for granted are now completely different.
"There's a lot of learning how to do things again. We
can't reset passwords right now internally. We have to
go through the MnSCU site," Barlow said. "That's the
thing we're going to have to work on."
The ability to transfer easily between schools will
be, along with primary implementation, the biggest
change for Winona State. According to Barlow, this is
a good thing.
"I think it's going to be such a huge change, a cul
ture change in Winona State," Barlow said. "I think it's
going to be for the better."

THIS WEEK IN
WINONA
Confronting the Conscience of America through
the Dakota Arts
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons, East Hall
Contact: Alex Hines at ahines@winona.edu
Art Exhibit: Medium Resolution
Time: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Place: Watkins Hall
Watkins Gallery
Contact: Roger Boulay at rboulay@winona.edu
High School Music Listening Contest
Time: 1 to 3:30 p.m.
Place: Performing Arts Center
Vivian Fusillo Theatre
Contact: Marybeth Lenhardt mlenhardt@winona.edu
Men's basketball vs. Wayne State University
Time: 6 p.m.
Place: Integrated Wellness Complex
McCown Gymnasium
Contact: Grant Wall at gwall@winona.edu
Exhibit: Why Treaties Matter
Time: All day
Place: Kryzsko Commons
Student Activity Center
Contact: Alex Hines at ahines@winona.edu
Healthy Monday: Thriving in College
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Integrated Wellness Complex
Room 138
Contact: Kathryn Hansen at kaehansen@winona.
Panel Series: How Gender Based Violence
Affects Communities
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Stark Hall, room 103
Contact: Kathreen Smith at kesmith11@winona.edu

BY NATHANIEL NELSON

news reporter

nlnelsonl3@winona.edu
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Motivation, continued from page 4.
Schade, who was pursuing an English degree at
Winona State, said motivation is key to success.
"I had no motivation to do class work because
I don't think you need a college degree to be a
good writer. You just need your mind and a good
editor," Schade said.
Fiske said Winona State is helpful for students.
"I feel like Winona State University has done a
good job when it comes to encouraging students
with their academics," Fiske said. We're here be
cause we want to be here. That should be encour
agement enough."
When it comes to engaging students, some
professors also said they have their own ways for
offering encouragement. Professor June Msechu
said, for her classes, the varying levels of motiva
tion depend on the class itself.
"If I have a large group, I vary in the ways I
encourage students to participate," Msechu said.
"When they make a choice to pay attention in
class I will make an effort to help them further
their education unless they show resistance...
It's possible I would push them more than others
because they are showing a willingness to work
harder."
Msechu said if students made a choice by
themselves to take a course, the student may push
themselves harder.

"I think that the culture in the school has a lot
to do with how students approach classes. If they
make a choice to take a class that isn't required
they tend to strive harder because they made that
choice, and subconsciously they feel like this is
on them so they push themselves," Msechu said.
Abby Loeffler a Winona State who made the
dean's list this past fall Winona State offers a lot to
its students already to help students do their best.
"Winona State University should do nothing
more. They offer free tutoring and open offices.
This is college, not middle school. The school
should not try to help you any more than it does,"
Loeffler said. "We're all adults who can make
ends meet ourselves."
For students who may be considering dropping
out of Winona State because of a lack of motiva
tion, Fiske said to not give up and to keep trying.
"Don't do it. You might think it sucks right
now, but it might be better next semester. The
only true failure is when you stop trying," Fiske
said. "I definitely think everyone has the capacity
to succeed in college if they're motivated enough
to work hard, and if they're doing it for no one
else but themselves."

Student Senate Corner

Student Senate changes
meeting date for semester

W

inona State University's Student Senate
will now meet at 5 p.m. on Wednesdays in
the Purple Rooms of Kryzsko Commons. This is
a switch from last semester, where meetings were
on Thursdays.
To submit an inquiry to the meeting contact
Student Senate at StudentSenate@winona.edu.
The Winonan aims to keep the student body
informed on their senators and the legislation
they are working on. Pick up the next issue of the
Winonan for a full update on the new semester
with Student Senate.
-The Winonan Staff

BY ANNE KOOIKER
news reporter
hkooikerl 4@winona. edu

Winona Area Humane Society reacts to county's Amish puppy mill approval

T

wo weeks ago, Winona County approved
the applications for six Amish dog kennels.
Amish dog kennels, better known as puppy mills,
have since then become a huge controversy in the
Winona area.
Kelly Sackmaster, the cat care coordinator at
the Winona Area Humane Society, was one of the
protesters in attendance during the approval.
"I was incredibly displeased with the Winona
County Commissioner s decision in this matter,"
Sackmaster said, "I am very much against that
our legislation even allowed this to occur."
Sackmaster and the rest of Winona Area Hu
mane Society strongly oppose the puppy mills in
Winona County. She said they have even received
support from their president.
"The [Humane Society] President has reached
out to us on the topic of the mills. We are willing
to pair up with other societies around the area to
help out if we have a large amount of dogs com-
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ing in from the mills," Sackmaster said.
Though this has affected the employees mor
ally, it has also impacted the business side of the
Winona Area Humane Society.
"I feel as if this has almost brought more aware
ness towards humane societies," Susie Lynn, facil
ity manager of the humane society, said. "People
have been calling us, thanking us for 'being here
for Winona during this time' and for being a nokill shelter."
The Winona Area Humane Society said it has
been receiving around 10-15 emails a week, all
thanking them for their position on the mills.
"Rescues have already been calling me to say
they are willing to help if puppies from the mills
are brought in, and they need fosters to take care
of them," Lynn said.
Lynn vividly remembers when the Winona
Humane Society saw the condition of a dog
from a puppy mill years ago. When the dog

came in, they had to completely sheer it. At first
they thought it had no tail due to the extreme
amounts of fur, but they ended up finding the tail
higher up on the back than normal.
College students looking to combat the mills
can look into adopting from a shelter instead of a
mill.
"Most applicants have to be 21 years of age, but
we do make exceptions for exceptional people,
and exceptional students," Sackmaster said.
The Winona Area Humane Society houses
around 115 cats and receives five to six dogs
monthly. Many college students come to the
humane society, both to adopt and play with the
animals. Per month, between 25 and 30 animals
are adopted from the Humane Society, and five to
six of those are college-aged individuals.
BY ZACH BAILEY
news reporter

zsbailey14@winona.edu

Trevor Frosig: Profile of a student humanitarian

J

unior movement science student at Winona
State University, Trevor Frosig, traveled to
Tena, Ecuador to do medical missionary work
over winter break.
Frosig is an aspiring pediatric physical therapist
who has worked with children throughout high
school.
"I knew I loved working with kids and wanted
to go into the medical field, and the two go handin-hand," Frosig said on choosing his major.
Frosig chose Winona State because of the scen
ery of the city, the layout of campus, and the size
of the school, which he thought was not too big
or too small.
After touring Winona State during the spring,
Frosig recalls thinking of the area as "green,
warm and beautiful."
Frosig went to Ecuador with 25 other Winona
State students, who all bonded quickly over sim
ilar interests and the willingness to sacrifice their
time and money to help others.
"It was a group of genuinely nice people who
where there for the right reason," Frosig said. "It
is surreal to see people from the trip on campus
because we did this crazy thing together."
Frosig and these students are members of the
MedLife club on campus. MedLife club was cre
ated last year by a group of students who wanted
medical experience through travel, and asked
biology professor John Nosek to be the advisor of
the club.
Frosig described Nosek and his wife Catherine
as "lifesavers" on the trip because of their vast
travel experiences in Peru and Tanzania.
One does not need to be going into the medical
field to join this club; anyone on campus can join.
Frosig s roommate from his freshman year went
to Peru last year with the club, and Frosig saw his
pictures and talked to him about it. He thought
it sounded like a cool experience, so he went to a
MedLife club meeting to find out more.
"I always wanted to go on a travel study and

Trevor Frosig plays with children on his trip to Ecuador with the MedLife Club.

CONTRIBUTED BY TREVOR FROSIG

thought it would be cooler to volunteer abroad
At each site volunteers worked at stations
than get credits abroad," Frosig said.
ranging from registration, vital signs, education
MedLife club meets weekly to plan where they
or with a doctor, dentist or obstetrician-gynecol
want to go and who in the club wants to go. Once ogist. There was also a pharmacy with over-thea location is picked they sign up through a com
counter medicine for patients.
pany called MedLife, whose mission is to edu
The Winona State MedLife club raised $2,000
cate those in poverty about healthcare, provide
for medical supplies and medication to bring to
healthcare to them and empower them to live
Ecuador with them.
healthier lives.
Frosig shared that his favorite non-tourist as
When they arrived in Tena, Ecuador, the 25
pect about the trip was the day he got to sliadow
Winona State students became part of a larger
the doctor one-on-one.
f
l f ..
group of 70 students doing work there though
"It was an experience I would not have gotten
MedLife.
anywhere else," Frosig said. "It made me realize
Frosig and the other students and advisors went how much Spanish I actually remember."
to a different clinical site each day in a different
Aside from volunteering at clinical sites, the
community, eight in total, to work with medical
volunteers worked on a project to build new
professionals and patients. These clinical sites
bathrooms at a school in a rural community.
ranged from a basketball court to an old school.
Continued on page 8, see Frosig.
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Frosig, continued from page 7.
Frosig said his favorite tourist experience was
on the first day in Ecuador when they went white
water rafting for three hours, cutting though the
country, the mountains and the jungle.
"It was such a cool way to get immersed in the
country," Frosig said. "It was a great way to start
the trip."
Frosig also shared how New Years Eve is cel
ebrated in Ecuador. They had a bonfire at mid
night and wrote down a wish for the new year,
threw it in the fire and then had to jump over the

fire to signify jumping into a new year.
One thing Frosig said that he will take away
from this experience is how much those not
living in poverty take for granted, and said he
hopes to not take as much for granted anymore.
"The people we meet in that country were so
happy all the time," Frosig said. "It was great
to see them so happy but also sad because they
don't know what they don't have, like we are able
to drink water and have a bathroom to use."
Frosig shared that Ecuador offers free medical
care for all citizens. However, most people do

not have access to medical care. For example the
nearest hospital to Tena is four hours away, and
not everyone has a car or can afford transporta
tion.
"It is difficult to see the poverty in the country
because it is surrounded by so much beauty,"
Frosig said. "That was something that took me by
surprise, the beauty of the country, it was so full
of life."
BY DANA SCOn
features writer
dscottl2@ winona.edu

Club profile: Winona State Fencing Club
A

lthough modern fencing originated in
Spain, this unique sport is still represent
ed at Winona State University. On Tuesday and
Thursday nights, students gather around to trade
in their every day clothes for a metal lined jacket,
a mask and a sword, and then they fence.
Since fencing is not as well-known as other
mainstream sports, most of the participants were
not involved with it until they reached Winona
State.
"I had never fenced before I got [to Winona
State]; most of us had never fenced before com
ing here," junior club president Lance Urbick
said.
Most of the participants heard about the club
through the club fair. The majority of the club's
members had never fenced before, but thought
that it would be a great activity to test out. It
turned out they were hooked after their first
time.
"I was just walking around the club fair and I
had never done this before so I gave it a try," se
nior Amber Thunstrom said. "I look for unusual
hobbies; I did color guard for four years."
Although the club is mainly for recreation the
group makes an effort to incorporate a sense of
competition into the club.
"The club is a mix of skill building and rec
reation; we actually have plans to visit another
organization in the cities this semester," Urbick
said.
Often times, people who share similar interests
with each other end up building great friend
ships. That is exactly what has happened within
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Senior Drew Peterson and junior Lance Urbick start off the first week of school with

the fencing club.
"It's kind of a close knit group," Urbick said.
Although the group is close, there is certainly
room for anyone who might have an interest in
taking up the sport and building new friend
ships.
"We're looking for new members, no experi
ence needed," Urbick said
If you find yourself with a desire to fence,

PHOTO BY MADISON BOWE

check out the fencing club in the Talbot gym
from 7 to 9 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday eve
nings.

BY MADISON BOWE
features writer
mbowel4@winona.edu

Students prepare for spring semester
A

fter nearly a month without students, the
Winona State University campus has come
back to life. Last week marked the beginning of a
new semester and students have been preparing
for new classes and new opportunities.
With the influx of students, areas like the Darrell W. Krueger Library and the Baldwin study
lounge in Kryzsko Commons have been reach
ing their full capacity, as students begin their
studies and try to stay warm.
Now that snow and ice have covered cam
pus, students have traded in short sleeves for
heavy-duty winter gear as they make their way
across the university grounds. Some students
even take short cuts through other academic
buildings in order to avoid the harsh winter
weather.
Each new semester brings new challenges for
students. Returning to the mentality of going to
class and studying regularly can be difficult for
students. Some students can ease into the new
semester with little effort, while others prefer
some more preparation.
First year student Jaynie Olson finds herself
creating a routine as the semester moves for
ward.

"To get back in the mood of going to school,
I sit down and get everything in order and get
right into it," Olson said.
Olson jokingly mentioned how she uses this
method to "shock" herself into regaining the
mindset of going back to school.
Olson also discussed some of the struggles she
faces at the beginning of a semester, including
the issues she has with organizing certain tasks
she needs to accomplish.
"The idea of figuring out what I need to prior
itize is hard for me, so I go through a guess and
check system to see what works out," Olson said.
For some students, jumping right into the new
semester does not work.
Senior Samantha Stawarz prefers to take some
time and prepare things as she starts the upcom
ing semester.
"It's helpful to write in my planner where and
when my classes are," Stawarz said. "The first
week is a good time for getting materials and
writing down test and assignment dates ahead of
time."
Although Stawarz sets time aside to plan out
her schedule, she finds it difficult to switch over
from the schedule she had over winter break.

n

"Adjusting my schedule from the one I had
over break is a struggle, especially getting up
earlier," Stawarz said. "Switching over is tough,
but being at school longer helps you get into a
routine quicker."
Settling into a new schedule is one of the
obstacles some students face at the beginning of
a semester, but another issue that students deal
with is having different professors.
Having a class with new professor can be
difficult because it is hard for students to under
stand the expectations a professor may have for
the class. This is why most professors provide
students with a syllabus to go over the profes
sor's rules and expectations for the students, and
also provide the class with dates for assignments
and exams.
Once students get settled into their new rou
tine, the semester will go by quickly, and before
they know it, they'll start building a routine for a
new semester in the fall.

BY ELIZABETH PULANCO
features writer / copy editor

epulancol 2@winona.edu

or the
WNONAN

Contact Allison Mueller at AMuellerl2@winona.edu
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Warriors take second at Brooke
Baares "Smile On" Memorial Invite
T

he Winona State University gymnastics
team hosted the Brooke Baures "Smile On"
Memorial Invite on Friday in McCown Gymnasi
um. The meet honored former Warrior gymnast
Brooke Baures, who died in December 2014.
'"Smile on is a slogan we've used as Brookes
legacy from the get go. It came about because
she was known for her great smile. It was very
infectious," Winona State gymnastics head coach
Beckie Rolbiecki said. "We wanted to use this
memorial as a reminder that her legacy lives and
that she is in our hearts."
Senior Brooke Hiestand said Baures' personali
ty made a huge impact on those around her.
"Brooke left a huge legacy in this gym and
around the community. Everyone knows who she
is. She had an infectious personality," Hiestand
said. "I think having these teams come together
and realize that gymnastics is our main goal, but
life is so much more important and just to have
fun with it."
Senior Jade Donaldson said Brooke was always
smiling so this meet was a good way to honor
her.
"To have this meet and being able to go into it
confidently for her, it was a lot of fun to be able
to do that for her," Donaldson said.
Rolbiecki said another reason this meet was so
important was to let the Baures family know the
team cares about them and respects what they
are going through.
"We want to always honor her legacy by hope
fully doing something like this every year," Rol
biecki said.
The Warriors took second place at the meet
with a score of 184.325 behind the University
of Wisconsin-Whitewater (187.325). University
of Wisconsin-Stout took third (181.050) while
Gustavus Adolphus College finished fourth
(177.500).
Hiestand and sophomore Katie Pipp both
claimed event titles. Pipp took first on the uneven
bars with a score of 9.625 and Hiestand, who is
recovering from a foot injury, took the floor title
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with a score of 9.475.
Winona State posted their best score on vault,
47.275, and tied for the fifth-best in program
history. Sophomore Eboni Jackson placed second
in the event with a 9.650, the Warrior's best score
of the meet. Jackson also took fourth place on
balance beam with a score of 9.575 and fourth in
All-Around with a 37.150.
Other notable performances were by sopho
more Cassidy Kleven, who took third on balance
beam with a 9.600, and sophomore Katie Carling,
who finished fifth on floor with a 9.350.
Rolbiecki believes the meet was a step in the
right direction for the Warriors.
"We did some things really well. We had some
really good, strong routines," Rolbiecki said.
"When we see 9.5s this early in the season, it's a
testimony to the girls' hard work and their perse
verance."
Rolbiecki said she challenges her gymnasts to
grow from week to week.
"If we can get stronger and get a better score
and better performance than we had last week
then we're headed in the right direction," Rol
biecki said.
Hiestand said overall it was a great meet for the
team.
"I think the important part is that we grew
from the meet so we're constantly growing. I
think in other years we get our highest score
right off the bat and it's great to see us progress
every week" said Hiestand. "There is still a ton of
areas we need to fix like try to not count any falls
if possible but we're getting better".
"We had a huge improvement from last week.
We had a lot more confidence for this second
meet," Donaldson said.
Rolbiecki believes the team will be a success
this year because they do not have a weak event.
"In past years, our beam squad has been a
struggle and this year we have a very givable
beam squad," Rolbiecki said. "Once we get the
new freshmen jitters out of them it's going to
really take off because we have some really strong
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Winona State University and the other three teams
present at Friday's Brooke Baures "Smile On"
Memorial Invite honored Baures' memory to open the
meet.
PHOTO BY ALLISON MUELLER

performers."
Rolbiecki added the teams biggest strength
is their unity and being a close-knit team that
works really well together.
Hiestand said there is one objective this season:
make it to nationals.

"Our first goal is to make it to nationals and
not only make it to nationals, but be in the top
three teams at nationals because we're very capa
ble," Hiestand said.
Hiestand added they see their biggest compet
itors in their conference and that is helping them
prepare to make it the national meet.
"The good thing is that we beat La Crosse at
our first meet so I think that we've proven to
ourselves that we deserve to be in those top three
spots at nationals," Hiestand said.
As for her personal goals, Hiestand said she
first wants to make it to nationals as a team, but
to also try to make it to the meet on her own.
Donaldson also said her first goal is also to help
her team to nationals.
"As my last year as an all-arounder, I want to
keep doing all my events clean. My goal is to help
my team make nationals. Being an all-arounder I
have a big part in that," Donaldson said.
Winona State travels to Gustavus for a 6 p.m.
meet Tuesday in St. Peter, Minn.
BY REAGAN JOHNSON
sports reporter
rjjohnsonl 2@winona.edu

First-year Alyssa Carroll performs her beam routine at Winona State's
Brooke Baures "Smile On" Memorial Invite on Friday.

JACOB STRIKER
photographer
jstriker 14@winona.edu

#AppWinonaState
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Watkins Gallery opens first exhibit of semester
S

ince the first day of classes, Winona State
University's Watkins Gallery has been show
casing Jason Ramey's series of artwork, "Medium
Resolution." Open 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., students are
free to explore six of his sculptures.
Ramey has utilized his training as a furniture
designer and also his knowledge of 3D printing
to create the pieces in this gallery. Ramey's art
has been inspired by the world around and him
and in which we live and thrive.
"I have always been interested in spaces and
the history attached to a particular space," Ra
mey said.
He asks questions like, "Who occupied this
space before me?" or "Will this space be here
long after I'm gone?" to fully take in a space and
inspire the art within it.
"'Medium Resolution marks a new direction
in my work," Ramey said. "It is my hope that I
can learn more about these spaces while peering
through another lens." This lens is the explora
tion and experimentation with different technol
ogies and digital platforms.
3D printing has been a rising technology in
many fields of work, including the art world. It
has been changing the game in sculpting intri
cate pieces with exact detailing, different me
diums of material and no limits to shapes and
sizes.
Three of the sculptures featured in the gallery
were made utilizing 3D printing. Through this
technology, Ramey has created surreal objects
out of ordinary pieces of furniture. His piece,
"Mantel," depicts a woman quite literally coming
out of the woodwork with the back of her head
stretched as it is still connected to the mantel
behind her.
"To me, this piece is saying that the woman in
the sculpture is the head of this home," sopho
more Maddi Kingsbury said.
Kingsbury, along with a few other students,
were exploring the gallery between classes earlier
last week. They enjoyed the way each piece made
them feel something, even if they were not sure
exactly what it was.
Junior Joleen Donovan commented on one of
the pieces in the gallery.
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""Bound' reminds me of my life," she laughed.
"It definitely looks like a work in progress, but
I'm strangely okay with it."
Jennifer Martens, a transfer student to Winona
State, caught on to Ramey's style right away.
"It seems like he's taking household objects
and decorations and creating these complicated
changes to make them about how the object is
seen or used."
Sophomore Cassandra Scanlon also found the
gallery compelling.
"I think [this gallery] shows that people, in
a way, invest themselves into certain spaces,
whether they hold them dear or not, which
leaves evidence of them for the future, and may
shape the physical and psychological perceptions
of said spaces," said Scanlon
Senior Kayla Shaw said she was interested in
what inspired Ramey's pieces, specifically "Built
in #2."
"To me it seems to represent a man fighting

against who he was to become something new
and different but being pulled back by his past,"
Shaw said.
While there is much to be said by students
about Ramey's work, there is still so much to be
learned. Jason Ramey will be speaking about
his work on Jan. 20 at 4 p.m. at the Science and
Laboratory Center auditorium. At the artist talk,
students can learn more about his work in "Me
dium Resolution," as well as his previous works
and experience.
Following the artist talk, a reception with hors
d'oeuvres at the gallery will be held from 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. where students and faculty can enjoy
the art and conversation surrounding the pieces.

BYGINA SCOn
features writer

gscottl 2@winona.edu

BY SARAH MURRAY

Junior Alex Herman walks through the art exhibit in Watkins Art Gallery,
"Medium Resolution," by artist Jason Ramey, open until Feb. 3.

photographer

I

smurrayl2@winona.edu

Artist Joyce Meyer showcases photographic work
A
ward-winning photographer Joyce Meyer is
displaying her work in the Ben Miller Lobby
at the Page Theatre on St. Mary's University's
campus. The gallery's reception was Saturday,
Jan. 9, and Meyer's works are on display until
Feb. 14 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. everyday.
A total of 10 pieces of her work are on display;
nine of them are featured on wrap-around canvas
and the 10th piece is printed on a metal sheet
displayed on a table.
"I chose to put my work on wrap-around
canvas because it gives it more of a 3D quality, so
you can imagine you are there," Meyer said.
Meyer's work has been featured on nine nation
al magazine covers. She has also been in other
state and national publications, billboards and on
television photography shows.
Her work can also be found on the cover of The
Voice for Health, Inspire(d) Magazine, Country
Magazine, Country Extra, Birds and Blooms,
Backyard Living, Iowa Gardening and many
others.
The pieces displayed in the Page Theatre are all
of scenes related to nature.

"I'm particularly drawn to light and water, and
felt this collection best represented my work,"
Meyer said.
Meyer said she uses her work to capture the
beauty of the nature we live in.
"Nature inspires me. It is good for the soul,"
Meyer said. "To be immersed in the quiet of the
woods or sitting by the lake reflecting rejuvenates me. And I hope by capturing that feeling
and putting it on canvas that others can take that
feeling with them, hang it in their office, home
or a spa-like place to release their tension as they
look up into that 'window' and imagine being
there, and help calm themselves from the hectic
life many of us lead."
Meyer said many of the works were done
in HDR, high dynamic range, where she took
multiple camera shots with different settings. She
then merged the photos together, which gives
the photo more detail and brightness than just a
regular digital photo.
She wants her work to take viewers on a jour
ney through nature, and help them take in the
beauty of the Midwest.

Meyer's photography started as a hobby and
turned into a career. She ended up changing
careers from a high school librarian to a writer,
photojournalist and nature photographer,
"I never imagined someday I would be seeing
my work in national magazines, I was just driven to record and share the everyday beauty that
surrounds us," Meyer said.
"The chance to record a special moment in
time, the challenge of waiting for the perfect
light, and being able to record the many moods
of Mother Nature is why I chose the art of photography. Every day is exciting, filled with new
experiences, exploring our world and trying to
capture it," Meyer said.
To view Meyer's work, visit her website at
http://joycemeyer.me/ or visit the gallery that is
open until Feb. 14 in the Ben Miller Lobby.

BY MICHAELA GAFFKE

features writer

mgaffkel 2@winona.edu

Movie corner: "World of Tomorrow" in review
H

ello Emily. One day, when you are old
enough, you will be impregnated with a per
fect clone of yourself. You will later upload all of
your memories into this healthy new body. One
day, long after that, you will repeat this process all
over again. Through this cloning process, Emily,
you will hope to live forever."
"I had lunch today."
Thus begins Don Hertzfeldt's most recent film,
"World of Tomorrow." For the next 16 minutes,
Hertzfeldt guides viewers in a manic odyssey
through a future filled with deteriorating clones,
discount time travel and love between a human
and a fuel pump.
In the process, he crafts what might be the best
and most affecting film of 2015.
The film focuses on a young girl named Emily,
or Emily Prime, and her third generation clone,
who we will refer to as Emily 3. Emily Prime is
invited by her future self to share her memories
and experience the future.

Emily Prime, voiced by Hertzfeldt's niece, Win
ona Mae, is the embodiment of childhood excite
ment and curiosity. Oblivious to the darkness of
the future, she reacts with looks of amazement
and overwhelming giddiness. In response to Em
ily 3's description of future entertainment, Emily
Prime asks for her opinion of her toy cars.
In contrast to Emily Prime's innocence, Em
ily 3, voiced by the wonderfully deadpan Julia
Pott, is a dense and unsympathetic individual.
After years of mental deterioration, Emily 3 has
seemingly lost her ability to emote, or at least the
capacity to understand those emotions.
The duality of these two characters is where
Hertzfeldt's talent soars. Hertzfeldt is a master
of fusing dark themes with humor, and in that
regard, this film is his masterpiece. He depicts a
world where people harvest memories from the
dead for art installations, attach disembodied
faces of loved ones to robots, and callously accept
death as inevitable. Yet, even with all the depress

ing overtones, the film manages to be completely
hilarious. The two facets coexist in a beautiful
equilibrium unmatched by much of modern
cinema.
As the first film of his to use computer generat
ed graphics, Hertzfeldt's animation is remarkable.
Bordering on the psychedelic, the film harkens
back to the covers of pulp sci-fi novels of the
1960s and 70s while keeping Hertzfeldt's own
low-fi aesthetic intact.
"World of Tomorrow" is an incredible and
emotionally complex film that is an absolute joy
to watch. It is currently streaming on Netflix,
along with Hertzfeldt's wonderful 2012 film "It's
Such a Beautiful Day." Both are absolute must
watch films and, in this writer's opinion, "World
of Tomorrow" is the best film of 2015.
BY NATHANIEL NELSON

features writer

nnelson13@winona.edu
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Thank you, Reagan!
The Winonan staff would like to
recognize and thank one of our current
staff members, Reagan Johnson, for
taking on the project of redesigning the
Winonan student newspaper. This new
look is long overdue and greatly appre
ciated!
Reagan will continue to design
graphics for the Winonans layout as we
continue to improve our issues every
week of the spring semester with a
more modern look.
Reagan is a senior double majoring
in transmedia and graphic design. She
is a sports reporter for the Winonan,
and even though it is not her major, she
said she is very passionate about jour
nalism. She hopes to create infographics for a news company one day.

Winonan Staff
Editor-in-chief: Allison Mueller
AMueller12@winona.edu

News Editor: Sam Stetzer
SStetzerl2@winona.edu

Senior transmedia / graphic design major
Reagan Johnson.

Features Editor and Advertising
Representative: Ana Alexander
AAlexanderl2@winona.edu

Keep up the great work!

-The Winonan Staff

f.

Sports Editor: Samuel Thiel
SThiell l@winona.edu

Photo Editor: Taylor Nyman
TNyman12@winona.edu

Editor: Elizabeth Pulanco
EPuIanco12@winona.edu
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Business Manager: Torey Malerich
TMalerich11@winona.edu
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Long breaks national record, Warriors claim 11 events
D
efending national champion weight thrower
Kaitlyn Long broke the Division II national
record of a 20-pound weight being thrown with a
toss of 73 feet Saturday at the Saint Mary's Early
Birdinal. The previous record was 70' 6.5".
"It was really rewarding after setting her goal
to break the Division II record last year," Winona
State associate head track and field throws coach
Mike Turgeon said. "We're aimed to peak at the
national meet in March."
Long's last throw drew cheers from a sup
porting crowd. A slow clap led up to the record-breaking throw, and the crowd continued to
cheer after the weight hit the ground.
"It feels great," Long said. "I really love to
compete and I've been praying a lot. I feel really
blessed that I am able to do this."
Several other Warriors performed strong in
their first competition of 2016, with 11 events
being won as a team.
Junior Megan Seidl led the way in the 400-meter dash with a time of 58.48, marking the sev
enth-best time in Winona State athletic history.
The Warriors claimed the five highest spots in the
event.
"It's very different competing in meets where
you race teammates primarily," Seidl said. "We
want each other to do well but we also want to
beat each other out."
Junior Tiffany Sunderland took first place with
her 1-mile run time of 5:32.96, followed by fellow
Warrior Hannah Lewis clocked in at 5:37.13.
"It's looking like I'll be faster this year," Sunder
land said.
This was the second time she has competed in
this event during her career.
Sunderland said the mile was different from
races with shorter distances and there is more
time to process thoughts.
Winona State also took the top pair of spots
in the 600-meter run, led by senior Katie Bagley
claiming the event title with a finishing time of
1:38.25 while first-year Allison Johnson earned
second with 1:42.66.
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Sophomore Kaitlyn Long throws a 20-pound weight en route to breaking a Division II
national record Saturday in Winona.

First-year Hope Willenbrink led Winona State
with a time of 3:16.67 in the 1000-meter run
while sophomore Madison Schroeder and firstyear Maria Sabourin coming
in second and third with times of 3:18.68 and
3:22.84, respectively.
The Warriors won the first four spots in the
55-meter hurdles as well, with first-year Olivia
Fixen leading the way with a time of 8.73, the
sixth-highest time in program history.
Another event Winona State claimed was the
4x400-meter relay, with its top two teams win
ning by 10 seconds over the third and fourth
place teams.
The top five high jumps were also taken by
Winona State, with sophomore Amanda Schaefer
and first-year Maria Wrage surpassing the 5' 4.5"
mark. Schaefer also claimed the triple jump event
title with a winning mark of 36' and three-quar
ter inches
"I finally feel like my old self," Schaefer said,
who is recovering from a broken ankle that pre
viously threatened her career.

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

In the long jump event the Warriors took the
top seven places, with junior Hailey Deschaine
paving the way with
a distance of 18'3 1/4". The distance ties for the
fifth-best long jump in program history.
"It feels really good, especially knowing how
hard I've worked for it," Deschaine said. "All the
little pieces are coming together."
Sophomore Ashley Thooft wrapped up the
Warrior's event titles by claiming the shot put
with a winning throw of 43'8", while first-year
Heather Buckler finishing second with a mark of
42' 4 3/4".
Winona State will head to Mankato, Minn, to
compete in the Minnesota State Open & Multi
next Friday and Saturday.

BY KILAT FITZGERALD

sports reporter
kfitzgeraldl 3@winonct.edu

Men's basketball splits weekend road matchups
T
he Winona State University mens basketball States lead 30-26. Three straight Bauman baskets
team split a pair of games on the road last
boosted the Warrior advantage 39-31 with 13:15
week with a win over the University of Mary and left to play. Thirteen of Bauman s 18 points were
a loss to Minot State.
scored in the second half.
Winona States conference record is now 6-6
With 8:30 to play, Mark Blacklock had a tip in
after spending the weekend in North Dakota.
to give the Warriors a double-digit lead for the
Kyle Bauman led the way with a double-double first time in the contest. A 3-pointer by Conrad
in the Warriors 64-54 win over Mary on Friday.
Masberg increased the Winona State lead to 14
The win was over a University of Mary team that with 4:26 left to play, which would lead to a 64received votes in the National Association of
54 Winona State victory.
Gray chipped in 13 points, eight rebounds and
Basketball Coaches top 25 Poll.
Bauman collected a career-high 14 rebounds
three assists.
and scored a game-high 18 points on 7-of-16
Both teams shot low percentages, with Winona
shooting in 33 minutes.
State shooting 23-of-58 (39.7 percent), and the
Winona State remained scoreless throughout
Marauders shooting 19-of-66 (28.8 percent).
the opening six minutes into the game, until
An early Mesberg 3-pointer gave Winona State
Bauman knocked down a 3-pointer. A Charlie
up 11-3 early on in the contest in the 63-46 loss
Koontz layup put the Warriors up by 7 with 6:21 to Minot State on Saturday evening at the MSU
to play before the Marauders made a late run to
Dome.
bring the score 22-20 at the end of the half.
This would be the only three the Warriors
Isaiah Gray said both teams played tough
made, as they ended l-of-13 from deep.
defense throughout the game.
The Beavers quickly responded with an 11-2
Early in the second half, Bauman hit his
run that put them up 14-13 with 8:09 to play in
second three of the game to increase Winona
the half. Corey Jeffs then put in two consecutive

layups that gave Winona State a 21-15 lead.
Despite the Warriors' low shooting percentages,
they were within two at the half, 28-26.
Winona State got six baskets in the second
half, going 6-of-24 (24 percent) from the field.
Winona State was also outscored 35-20 in the
second half resulting in a 63-46 Minot victory.
"We were getting a lot of good shots," Gray
said. "They were just perimeter shots, and we
weren't knocking them down."
The loss marked the first time the Warriors
have lost to Minot out of six all-time matchups.
Masberg led the way for the Warriors with 14
points and four boards, while Blacklock finished
with 10 points and eight boards. Kyle Bauman
also chipped in 12 points and four boards.
Winona State (7-9, 6-6 NSIC) comes home
for two conference games against Augustana on
Friday, and Wayne State on Saturday.

BY REID PETERS
sports reporter

rpetersl4@winona.edu

Sports schedule this week...
Wednesday,
Jan.20

Thursday,
Jan.21

Friday,
Jan. 21

Saturday,
Jan. 22

Women's
Basketball

v.s. Augustana, 6
p.m.

v.s. Wayne State,
4 p.m.

Track and Field

@ MSU Mankato,
TBD

@ MSU Mankato,
TBD

Men's Basketball

v.s. Augustana, 8
p.m.

v.s. Wayne State,
6 p.m.

Sunday,
Jan. 23

Monday,
Jan. 24

Tuesday,
Jan. 25

GO WARRIORS!
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Women's basketball ranked in top 25, move 17-2 overall

T

if there was still time remaining. They deemed
locker room at the half, down 34-32. The War
he Winona State University women's bas
ketball team is ranked in the top 25 of the
there was still 0.4 seconds left.
riors made three of their 14 attempts from behind
WBCA/USA Today Coaches' Poll for the first
Also, they stated that because fans ran onto
the arc in the first half and went four of 13 in the
time in program history, coming in at No. 16
the court with time still remaining on the clock,
second half from long distance.
while peaking as high as No. 9 so far.
Sioux Falls were to get a technical foul for fan
After suffering an upset the night before, the
"It is great for our program and our team is
interference, which would send a Winona State
Warriors bounced back, beating Minot State 98excited to be recognized for their early season
player to the free-throw line with a chance to put 57 while setting a new school record by hitting
success," Winona State head coach Scott Ballard
the Warriors ahead by one with 0.4 seconds on
17 3-pointers. Nagle led the way with six triples
said.
the clock.
while Foley added four, first-year guard Liz
The Warriors finished their nonconference sea
Coach Ballard sent Foley to the line. She nailed Evenocheck connected on three, senior Emily
son Nov. 24 with an undefeated record, beating
both free throws to put the Warriors ahead by
Passint chipped in two and Roelofs and junior
their opponents by an average of almost 29 points one. After the free throws, Winona State also
point guard Jenny Tuttle each added one of their
per game. Winona State beat Saint Mary's 90-68
maintained possession.
own.
Nov. 14 from seven 3-pointers by Connor NaAfter the game the NSIC sent out a memo to all
McGlone led the way in the rebounding de
gle before beating University of Wisconsin-Eau
of the coaches stating the officials misinterpreted partment, pulling down a game-high 10 boards,
Claire 85-44 Nov. 18 behind 15 points from Kayla the rules and should not have issued a technical
helping give Winona State a 47-18 advantage on
Timmerman. The Warriors beat Viterbo Univer
foul but they had no intention of making any
the glass.
sity 89-33 on Nov. 21 and later defeated Loras
changes.
Foley started the game with 10 points in the
College 81-50 on Nov. 24.
After the unusual finish, the Warriors traveled
first quarter, helping the Warriors build a 22-12
The Warriors then defeated Upper Iowa Uni
to Marshall, Minnesota and beat SMSU 57-42.
lead. The Warriors then held the Beavers to a
versity 83-58 in their NSIC opener as Tara RoeSophomore forward Hannah McGlone grabbed
10-point second quarter, leading 42-22 at halflofs scored 26.
the second-most rebounds in a single game by a
time. The Warriors later built their lead to 45
Now No. 10 in the nation, the Warriors de
Warrior with 19.
points and pulled away for the 98-57 victory.
feated Southwest Minnesota State 81-46 and the
The No. 12 Winona State University women's
Nagle finished with 20 points and five assists,
University of Sioux Falls 91-52 and continued
basketball team went on the road last weekend
while Foley chipped in 18 points and five assists.
their streak by beating Concordia-St. Paul 84-66, to face the University of Mary and Minot State.
Timmerman added 12 points and Evenocheck
their 10th straight double digit victory. Nagle
The Warriors fell to the Marauders 83-80 for their was 3-of-3 from deep, giving her nine points.
led the way with 21 points. Peaking at No. 9, the
second loss of the season.
The Warriors dished out 27 assists as a team.
Warriors beat Upper Iowa again, this time by a
Winona State had a chance to force an extra
"We made the extra pass. Everyone was look
score of 69-31. Roelofs led the way again with 12
session but Nagle's 3-point attempt bounced out
ing for the open shooter or trying to get the ball
with just three seconds left after the Warriors
points.
inside," Foley said. "It was unselfish basketball."
Winona State suffered its first loss of the season rallied from a 9-point deficit.
Winona State (17-2,10-2 NSIC) heads back
to the Northern State Wolves 55-60 before defeat Foley led the Warriors with 21 points, five re
to McCown Gymnasium next weekend to face
bounds and four assists while Roelofs chipped in Augustana University and Wayne State.
ing MSU-Moorhead 52-49.
In a rematch against Sioux Falls, the Warriors
19 points and four steals. Nagle scored 17 points
were in a tight spot near the end of the game with and hit four 3-pointers and junior Kayla Timmerman ended with 13 points and five blocks.
Sioux Falls guard Taylor Varsho hit a potential
BY VICTORIA LARSON
sports reporter
game-winning 3-pointer from deep behind the
Winona State jumped out to a close advantage,
vlarsonl4@winona.edu
16-14, after a quarter of play but headed to the
arc. The officials went to the monitor to check
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In the peanut gallery...
Each week sports reporters Matthew Lambert and Sam Thiel will face off on a hot topic in sports. The world of sports is changing quickly and
constantly, but we want to slow it down and take a better look at the juiciest gossip, scandal, rumor or issue that is making headlines this week.
Lambert and Thiel will take different sides and battle it out, telling you why you they are right.

Last week, the St. Louis Rams announced their relocation to Los Angeles, Calif, after 20 years in St. Louis. This week, Matthew Lambert and Sam Thiel
voice their opinions about whether or not the move was necessary. Let's talk about it...

This week's topic: Rams going back to California
Imagine you're someone who has been
to every game of your favorite football
team the last 20 years who's made a lot
of memories. Or a young fan who has
nothing but the future to make a lifetime
of memories.
Now imagine those memories being
erased with the single signature of a pen.
After 20 years, the St. Louis Rams are
officially going back to Los Angeles.
The first reason why the Rams' move
is a bad idea is that Los Angeles doesn't
need another sports team. They already
have six. Teams shouldn't be moving to
overpopulated cities inhabited by actors
and celebrities; they should be moving
to states that don't have a franchise like
Montana. Let's face it, do Adam Sandler or
Billy Crystal really need another place to
get publicity? I don't think so.
A final reason why the Rams shouldn't
make the move to Los Angeles is that
there could be financial repercussions.
Owner Stan Kroenke could be fined up to
$500,000 for every day he is in Los Angeles
if he moved the team without the league's
approval, not to mention relocation fees.
This situation has been presented before:
in 1996 when the Seahawks moved to
Anaheim for just a week.
Losing a sports team hurts. At least St.
Louis fans can join the waitlist with other
cities hoping for the day another franchise
comes knocking on their door.

BY SAM THIEL
sports editor

sthielll@winona.edu

For St. Louis, things are looking grim.
I've never experienced what they're
going through. Years ago Minnesota
lost the North Stars and, most famously,
the Lakers, but I've never experienced
the agony With the news of the Rams
uprooting their 21-year tenure to move to
sunny pastures in Los Angeles, I can't help
be totally on the side of the move.
First off, look at the financial side.
Owner Stan Kroenke did it wrong the first
time around. They forced the taxpayers to
cover the entirety of the stadium, all $280
million dollars. This time though, Kroenke
is fronting all of the costs, himself, an
estimated $1.6 billion dollars. That's the
largest concern, not making the taxpayers,
who will never see that money again, not
have to pay anything for it.
Second, it's Los Angeles, it's cool. The
Rams could become the most popular
franchise in the NFL, being in such a
popular, celebrity driven town. How could
St. Louis compete with one of the most
popular cities in the world?
Third, this new stadium won't just be
used for football, obviously Think off all
the different uses: concerts, the LA Galaxy,
a baseball team, and even splitting with the
Chargers or the Raiders.
However the Rams fans feel right now,
it's only temporary My advice: continue to
show your loyalty to them. If not, the St.
Louis Cardinals still rock so, get over it.

ow us on

let us know

BY MATTHEW LAMBERT
sports reporter

mlambertll@winona.edu
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LEADERSHIP RETREAT
JANUARY 30,2016
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Join us

Great for jobs,
clubs, & personal
development

Mini workshops
led by student
leaders

An interactive &
dynamic keynote
address

Saturday, Jan 30th,
Kryzsko Commons

Free for all students

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: JANUARY 27TH
for more information & to register: www.winona.edu/sal
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